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SHOWREEL - https://youtu.be/Hmf_w1jdV4o
WEBSITE - https://www.louisacheatley.com/

EDUCATION
University
Bachelor of Communication (Journalism)
RMIT University, Melbourne
Graduation: October, 2018
School
The Geelong College
Completed VCE in 2014
ATAR: 96.20

WORK EXPERIENCE
Current employment
Channel 7 News Melbourne
Assistant Chief of Staff

2018
Channel 7 News Melbourne
Intern
ABC 7.30 Report
Intern
RMIT Catalyst Magazine
News reporter and contributing writer

2016
SYN 1700
Co-host on the live television program which aired on Channel 31
SYN Panorama
Reporter and presenter on SYN’s flagship radio program

The Australia Times
Writer

2016 – present
Krock 95.5
Promotions team member
2014 – present
Pulse Television Geelong
Reporter and presenter

ABOUT ME
Since I can remember, I’ve wanted to be a television news journalist.
I took a gap year after completing my VCE studies, and started volunteering at Pulse Television in
Geelong. Over four years, I refined my skills in reporting, presenting, interviewing, editing and
securing talent. It taught me many invaluable skills, but above all else, affirmed my immense passion
and love for journalism.
After interning at 7 News in Melbourne, I was offered ongoing work as an assistant to the Chief of
Staff. My role includes preparing a story list for the nightly bulletin, chasing leads, liaising with
reporters and producers, contacting talent and following developing stories. As part of my role, I’m
also able to shadow reporters out on the road and record piece to cameras, write scripts and edit
packages, in order to develop my reporting skills.
As well as being naturally competent in front of camera, I have excellent writing skills and
interviewing habits. I have the confidence, drive and intellect to chase leads and develop stories.
My inherent interest and curiosity in every day life motivates me to find new leads on developing
stories. I thrive in fast-paced, high intensity work environments, and my genuine passion for telling
people’s stories motivates me to work hard, network and embrace opportunities.
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Available upon request.

